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I. I NTRODUCTION
AVR microcontrollers [1] are widely used, e.g., in Internet
of Things devices. Such devices are targets for attacks (e.g.,
the recent side-channel attack on smart lightbulbs [2]).
In a side-channel attack, an attacker observes execution
characteristics, e.g., time, from which he deduces information
about a secret. Timing-side-channel attacks are particularly
dangerous because they can be mounted remotely [3].
On this poster, we present our results [4] and ongoing work
on timing-side-channel detection for AVR microcontrollers.
II. A PPROACH
We say that a program is secure against timing side channels
if it satisfies timing-sensitive noninterference (TSNI). That is,
two runs of the program that start in attacker-indistinguishable
states must take the same amount of clock cycles and the final
states must again be attacker-indistinguishable.
To check whether a program satisfies timing-sensitive noninterference, we developed a security type system. We assign
security types (secret or public) to registers, memory, and
stack. The type system defines which combinations of typeassignments are allowed. We have proven that the type system
is sound, i.e., any typeable program satisfies TSNI.
We allow secret-dependent branching if both branches take
the same amount of clock cycles. Moreover, we do not
abstract from actual running times on the target platform.
Our soundness proof is based on a formal semantics of AVR
assembly, which faithfully captures the exact running times
of instructions on the target platform as specified by the
vendor [5].
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Fig. 1. Side-Channel Finder

We automated our approach in the tool Side-Channel Finder
(SCF). SCF (Figure 1) takes an AVR program and a configuration specifying the secrets. SCF parses the inputs, precomputes
control dependences, and applies our type system.

On typeable programs, SCF reports success, i.e., that the
program is free of timing-side-channel vulnerabilities. Otherwise, SCF points to the location of the detected potential
timing-side-channel vulnerability.
for ( i = n ; i != 0; i - -)
if ( x [i -1] != y [i -1])
break ;
return i ;

SCF

crypto_uint16 d = 0;
for ( i = 0; i < n ; i ++)
d |= x [ i ]^ y [ i ];
return (1&(( d -1) > >8)) -1;

" result_code ":3 ,
" execution_point ":{ [...] } ,
" result ":
" LOOP_ON_SECRET_DATA "
" result_code ": 0 ,
" execution_point ": null ,
" result ":
" SUCCESS "

Fig. 2. Example Case Study

We have evaluated SCF on multiple case studies. We detected a leak in a simple implementation of string comparison
and verified the security of the implementation of string comparison from the µNaCl [6] library (Figure 2). Moreover, we
were able to verify the security of the µNaCl implementations
of Salsa20, xSalsa20, and Poly1305.
Our ongoing work focuses on extending the scope of SideChannel Finder to the full 8-bit AVR instruction set.
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